


Unedau Newydd/New Units



Problem:-   does not accept ‘tywallt’ 
(North Wales standard verb)  



Problem:-   cream doesn’t melt in coffee, it 
diffuses. ‘Mix’ or ‘Add’  should be used here



Problem:-   Honey doesn’t melt over ice 
cream. it is already a liquid. This should 
say ‘pour’ the honey



Problem:-   ‘got’ for both ‘receive/fetch’ 
and ‘has’  



Problem:-    Inconsistency….’has’ /’has got’

previous 108 topics

5 new topics



Problem:-  ‘ma / yma should both be accepted as 
correct     



Problem:- North Wales version marked as typo     



Problem:- …..’had’



Problem:-   North Wales option not allowed



Problem:-  correct mutation ‘corrected’



Problem:-  ‘blas ar’  not in Welsh for Adults courses, 
….blasu…is a better pattern here



Problem:-  ‘padell ffrio’ already introduced earlier in 
the course and is the standard on all courses

5 new topics

previous 108 topics



Problem:- ‘the fish’ could be singular or plural…both 
should be accepted  





Problem:- confusing having two English 
definitions for ‘siop fara’ this needs to be 
consistent for a course like Duolingo…where 
there are no easily accessible grammar notes



Problem:- confusing having two English 
definitions for ‘siop fara’ this needs to be 
consistent for a course like Duolingo…where 
there are no easily accessible grammar notes



Problem:-Excessive use of ‘got’ instead of more appropriate verbs

   ‘go to the shop to buy flour’ - ‘owen bought the flour yesterday
‘where did you get’....’where did you buy’...’I bought’...



Problem:- after defining bakery as Siop Fara in the previous unit, it 
is now rejected



Problem:- singular ‘ffrwyth’ also means 
‘fruit’ in the abstract..both should be 
accepted   



Problem:- ‘awn ni’ = means shall we go, siop fara 
previous defined as bakery   



Problem:- correct translation rejected  



Problem:- correct answer rejected



Problem:- what does this mean, how is 
this relevant to education



Problem:- 3 different translations of ‘yn yr 
ysgol’



Problem:- The answer is wrong, this 
needs an identification pattern….X fydd Y   



Problem:-confusing having two English definitions for ‘yn y dre’ this needs to 
be consistent for a course like Duolingo…where there are no easily accessible 
grammar notes. Also this will create a huge problem for the English to Welsh 
translation…how will a learner know that ‘in the town’ and ‘in town’ are both yn y 
dre?
   



Problem:- confusing having two Welsh definitions for ‘high street’ this needs to be 
consistent for a course like Duolingo…where there are no easily accessible 
grammar notes. Also this will create a huge problem for the English to Welsh 
translation…how will a learner know that which translation of ‘high street’ to use in 
each instance?
  



Problem:- “mae’r” and “maer” are homophones and 
it is very confusing having one preceding the other. 



Problem:- confusing having two English definitions 
for ‘dyma’ this needs to be consistent for a course 
like Duolingo…where there are no easily accessible 
grammar notes



Problem:- Welsh for passport is ‘pasbort’



Problem:- ‘Faint’ is ‘how much’



Problem:- A very strange sentence referring to a 
school



Problem:- Mutated form shouldn’t be 
used without context



Problem:- ‘nesa’ (next) is an adverb here not an 
adjective……Here are the four children who are 
singing next in the concert’



Problem:- ‘Give homework’ is a strange phrase in 
English….’set homework’ would be a better 
translation



Problem:- ‘This should be ‘Cymry ydyn nhw’



Problem:- ‘This should be ‘Cymry ydyn nhw’



Problem:- Throughout the rest of the course, the previous 
108 units, the pattern used is ‘number’ + ‘singular noun’ as 
the primary answer while of course accepting the plural 
pattern.

 Suddenly this new unit introduces the plural pattern for 
numbers as the default answer…thus confusion for 
learners. The sample sentences for this unit do not include 
this pattern.



Problem:- the contracted, indeterminate no ‘Na’ is not taught in any course since 
it undermines understanding which is the standard usage of the negative.



Problem:- grammatically correct but strange sentence…one spoon is suitable for……… 
given that this is unit 54 in the course something more meaningful would have been 
expected





Problem:-  Correct English translation rejected



Problem:-  Correct English translation rejected



Problem:-  This should be ‘those shops’  



Problem:- ‘hala’ is not a standard verb. It is not anywhere in any Welsh for adults course. 
Using it here totally undermines the rest of the Duolingo course which uses the standard 
pattern of different verbs in Welsh for ‘spend time’ (treulio) and ‘spend money (gwario).

This should be ‘gwario’



Problem:- after introducing the non standard ‘hala’ , in the same unit is the use of the 
standard verb ‘gwario’.....confusion!!



Problem:- punnoedd is the standard plural used in the rest of the Duolingo course 
and in all taught courses, punnau is a correct, regional alternative. The second 
North Wales pattern used here is not the standard one  



Problem:- What is this supposed to 
mean…..this idiom for ‘finished’ needs 
context   



Problem:-  Meaningless sentences in 
both languages 



Problem:-  North Wales patterns 
rejected



Problem:- Standard North Wales pattern, taught on all Welsh 
government courses, rejected



Problem:- correct ‘chi’ form not accepted



Problem:- The standard North Wales 
answer is rejected



Problem:- Unit 28 is using ‘siop fara’ 
for bakery 



Problem:-  This pattern is not in any 
Welsh for Adults courses - even at B2 
level



Problem:- ‘ymarfer corff’ is not ‘exercise’ in English. It is the phrase used for Gym or Physical 
Exercise in schools. Both the noun and verb ‘exercise’ and ‘to exercise = ymarfer  . See a 
recent sentence by a learner who has learned that an exercise is ymarfer corff!



Problem:- ‘chwaraea’ is a correct 
command form



Problem:- The Welsh for ‘pitch’ ie a field where 
sport is played on is ‘cae’ not ‘maes’.



Problem:- A correct answer rejected here 



Problem:- A correct answer rejected here 



Problem:- A correct answer rejected here 



Unedau eraill/Other Units



Problem:- both ‘dre’ and ‘dref’ are accepted 
throughout the course, it  should not be 
marked as a typo here  



Problem:-   ‘s is used in the new units for both contracted ‘is’ , 
possession and occasionally contracted ‘has’.....very confusing.  



Problem:- No context to explain why this 
needs to be emphatic. This answer 
should be accepted   



Problem:- the standard form of children is 
‘plant’...the mutated form will only be used 
in a sentence.   



Problem:- Both ‘bod’ forms and short verb 
forms are accepted previously throughout 
the course.   





Problem:- English without ‘the’ is correct and should 
be accepted as is ‘in town’ and ‘in school’ where Welsh 
has the definite article.   



Problem:- ‘sgwennu’ is taught on all North 
Wales courses 







Very awkward English which doesn’t 
accept an option from the keywords as 
correct



Problem :- This is a correct alternative



Problem :- ‘ffeindio’ is the standard verb 
at this level, ‘dod o hyd’ is an alternative



Problem :-  Missing correct option



Problem :-correct answer missing 



Problem :- Missing North Wales option 



Problem :- Clearly someone has used ‘gyda’ instead of ‘gan’ 
which would make it a correct sentence in the passive voice



Problem :- An incorrect English translation….’Here is/This is a 
great gym’ is the correct translation





Problem :- Correct answer rejected



Problem :- Correct answer rejected and incorrect Welsh 
used in correction. ‘Yn y de’ = ‘In the South’



Problem :- User totally confused when their correct 
North Wales sentence, accepted in the previous 108 
units, is rejected in the new units.



Problem :- In the same unit the short form of the 
verb is both rejected and accepted.



Problem :- The hints are misleading here, the correct 
one needs to be added



Problem :- Again, ‘maes’ is not ‘pitch’. Soccer was 
rejected as an answer even though it is correct in 
American English and is accepted throughout the rest 
of the course



Problem :- Poorly designed translation with all options 
being correct Welsh.



Problem :- ‘Dw i’ is a contraction of the statement forms 
such as Rydw i.
Also the National Centre’s own courses teach ‘ydw i’ for 
rhetorical questions.

This is more confusion early on in the course.



Problem :- All answers are correct, only 
one is accepted



Problem :- All answers are correct, only 
one is accepted



Problem :-Correct answer rejected



Problem :- ‘On television’ as a translation of ‘ar y teledu’ is idiomatic. The correct 
exact translation should be ‘on the television’. Remember the aim is to teach 
translation into the target language. The reverse translation will be from the 
English ‘on television’....how will a learner realise it should be ‘ar y teledu’?



Problem :- All 3 options are correct Welsh. There is no 
way of knowing the correct answer (it’s the middle 
one). There should be two incorrect and one correct 
option here



Problem :- Yet more ‘blant’ instead of ‘plant’..



Problem :- Yet more ‘blant’ instead of ‘plant’..



Problem :- Correct translation rejected



Problem :- Correct alternative rejected



Problem :- Hint is incorrect for this translation



Problem :- Moyn is accepted in the 108 other 
units



Problem :- North Wales option rejected



Problem :- Correct answer marked as a typo



Problem :- The user has missed out the ‘S’ from Shwmae. Normally 
one mistake is marked as a ‘typo’ and otherwise accepted. Although 
“S’mae’ is the usual North Wales pattern, “Shwmae’ should not be 
marked incorrect. 














